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The conception of electrospinning can trace its roots back more than 400 years, when it 
was observed that rubbed amber can deform a droplet of water on a smooth surface, and 
is based upon simple concepts of charge separation and surface tension. Since that time, 
considerable effort has been directed at both the cause and utility of this phenomenon. 
The specific aim of this dissertation project was to develop an automated electrostatic 
processing apparatus that was capable of controlling the three-dimensional architecture of 
an electrospun scaffold to further improve its utility in tissue engineering. The efficacy 
of using this technique has been well documented and can be adapted to produce tissue 
engineering scaffolds for a variety of tissues and organs. This apparatus incorporates 
precise mandrel motion. The system is capable of 0 - 5000 revolution per minute 
rotation, 0 - 25 inch per second translation and * 40" rotation about the electrospinning 
jet axis for repeatable scaffold production. Fiber alignment and scaffold density are 
precisely controlled by rotating a mandrel along one axis, translation along that same 
axis, and rotation around the second axis perpendicular to the electrospun fiber stream. 
The control is accomplished with a PC based "supervisory" control program written 
partially in the L ~ ~ V I E W @  programming language and partially in SI Programmer 
supplied by Applied Motion Products. Scaffold thickness and fiber diameters are 
determined by the syringe metering pump flow rate, material being electrospun and 
solution concentrations. Through extensive laboratory analysis (mechanical testing and 
both optical and electron microscopy), parameters such as fiber orientation, diameter and 
mechanics can be predictive from specific polymer setups. Our laboratory has 
demonstrated the ability to electrospin natural and synthetic polymers and this apparatus 
will be utilized to tailor scaffolds to meet specific tissue engineering needs by creating a 
truly biomimicking scaffold / extracellular matrix. 
Chapter 1 Historical Basis of Electrospinning 
The ability to electrospin nanofibers began with an observation over 400 years 
ago when William Gilbert observed that a drop of water on a clean, flat surface can be 
drawn upward to form a standing cone when amber is rubbed and held at an appropriate 
distance above the drop (107). The phenomenon remained a curiosity until Lord 
Rayleigh, in the 1880's, began evaluating the physical and electrical forces present in the 
droplet (90). Rayleigh began with the supposition that a spherical droplet of water acted 
upon by only an electrical repulsion is in a state of unstable equilibrium. As long as the 
droplet remains spherical, its electrical potential is equal to its charge divided by its 
radius. As the charge and subsequent potential rise, the droplet will begin to deform. 
This deformation force is opposed by the cohesive tension that is characteristic of the 
liquid. Rayleigh deduced that the stabilizing surface tension T was related to charge (Q) 
by the following equation where the spherical radius is a. 
When this equation no longer holds true due to an increase in charge or a decrease in 
radius, liquid is thrown off in fine jets. Rayleigh did not take inductor distance into 
consideration except to say that the distance should be adequate to prevent sparks but 
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Abstract 
Poly(glyco1ic acid) (PGA) has long been a popular polymer in the tissue 
engineering field. PGA possesses many favorable properties such as biocompatibility, 
bioabsorbability, and good tensile strength. The traditional fiber formation techniques of 
melt extrusion and cold-drawing are generally limited to fibers of 10-12 pm in diameter. 
Electrostatic spinning, or electrospinning, is an attractive approach for the production of 
much smaller diameter fibers which are of interest as tissue engineering scaffolds. We 
demonstrate the ability to control the fiber diameter of PGA as a function of solution 
concentration and the fiber orientation, and also show a correlation between the fiber 
orientation and the elastic modulus and strain to failure of PGA in a uniaxial model. 
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